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2. REMOVE OLD ELEMENT (BE SURE ELEMENT
HAS COOLED BEFORE PERFORMING THIS STEP)

Models 2060, 2260
Grasp element near the
top of the heater and
apply sufficient
downward pressure to
disengage and remove
the element from the
upper socket.

Models 5060, 7860, 7060, 7260
Note: For easier removal and installation of
element, lay heater on its back with the guard
facing up.
Grasp element near the small ceramic. Push the
element into the large ceramic with enough
pressure to disengage the element from the small
ceramic and remove it from the heater.

Models 5060, 7860
Insert electrical plug
into slots at the bottom
of the guard. This will
unlock the guard and
allow it to swing open.

Model 7060, 7260
Remove screw located
at the bottom center
portion of the guard.
This will allow the
guard to swing open.

Models 2060, 2260
Insert either end of the
element into the bottom
socket. While applying
downward pressure,
guide other end of
element into
corresponding socket at
the top of the heater.

Models 5060, 7860, 7060, 7260
Insert either end of the element into the large
ceramic. Push the element into the large
ceramic with enough pressure to allow the
other end of the element to be inserted into
the small ceramic.

3. INSTALL NEW ELEMENT

4. CLOSE GUARD AND
BE SURE IT IS LOCKED.
FOR MODEL 7060 & 7260,
CLOSE GUARD AND
RE-INSTALL SCREW.

NOTE: This element is
intended for use in
heaters manufactured
after Jan 1, 2000. To
obtain replacement
elements for older heater
models, contact
W.B.Marvin at:
1-800-733-0706, or
www.wbmarvin.com

1. OPEN GUARD

Models 2060, 2260
Locate slots on the right
side of the heater. Note:
If a screw is installed in
one of the slots, remove
it. Unlock the guard by
forcefully inserting the
electrical plug into the
slots. Once the guard is
unlocked it will be
necessary to remove the
plug from the slots to
open the guard.

CAUTION: Unplug heater and allow to cool
before attempting replacement of heating
element!
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